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Server-Centric PON Data Center Architecture

Ali Hammadi, Taisir E.H. El-Gorashi, Mohamed O.I. Musa, and Jaafar M.H. Elmirghani
School of Electronic & Electrical Engineering, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT, United Kingdom

Abstract
Over the last decade, the evolution of data center architecture designs has been mainly driven by the ever increasing
bandwidth demands, high power consumption and cost. With all these in mind, a significant potential to improve
bandwidth capacity and reduce power consumption and cost can be achieved by introducing PONs in the design of the
networking fabric infrastructure in data centers. This work presents a novel server-centric PON design for future cloud
data center architecture. We avoided the use of power hungry devices such as switches and tuneable lasers and
encouraged the use of low power passive optical backplanes and PONs to facilitate intra and inter rack communication.
We also tackle the problem of resource provisioning optimization and present our MILP model results for energy
efficient routing and resource provisioning within the PON cell. We optimized the selection of hosting servers, routing
paths and relay servers to achieve efficient resource utilization reaching 95% and optimum saving in energy consumption
reaching 59%.
Keywords: passive optical network (PON), data centre, energy efficiency, resource provisioning, optimization.

1. Introduction

Despite the radical evolution of data center infrastructure designs in the last decade, current designs still suffer from
many limitations [1]. Infrastructure designs that can provide scalability, energy efficiency, and low cost to sustain the ever
growing large-scale cloud services are a hot area for research. Advances in optical technologies and its proven
performance in access networks have attracted many researchers to introduce PONs in the infrastructure design of
future data centers. Here we propose a new architecture based on PONs, with the rationale of improving the data centre
energy efficiency. The proposed architecture capitalises on the PON�s capability to supply on demand elastic bandwidth
to interconnect the data centre elements that provide processing power, memory, and storage. The use of PONs can
also address many issues that have existed in conventional data center architectures for a while now, such as switch
oversubscription and load balancing.
In our previous work we investigated energy efficiency for core networks with data centers and clouds [2-9]. In [10],

we introduced five novel designs for PON deployment in future cloud data centers to handle intra- and inter-rack
communications. In [11], we proposed an AWGR-based PON architecture and have shown that energy savings of 45%
and 80% can be achieved compared to the Fat-Tree [12] and BCube [13] architectures, respectively. The main drawback
of this design is its high deployment cost as all servers are equipped with tuneable transceivers. In this paper, we present
another novel scalable, high capacity, energy efficient PON data center design that eliminates the use of costly tuneable
lasers. We also study its routing and resource provisioning. We present our results obtained through a developed Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model that minimizes power consumption by optimizing the location of selected
servers to route and provision physical resources of CPU and memory to clients.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we describe our proposed PON server centric data

center architecture. In Section 3, we present our results for resource provisioning through our optimization model.
Finally we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. Architecture of the Server-Centric PON Data Center

In this section, we describe the architecture of our proposed server centric data center; relying mostly on PONs to
facilitate inter- and intra-rack communication. The design, depicted in Figure 1, eliminates the need for costly tuneable
lasers and facilitates high speed interconnection among racks within the PON cells. In a PON cell, each rack is divided
into 4 groups, each of which can host 8 servers connected by a TDM star coupler. Three of the 4 groups are connected
to the other three racks, and one group connects the rack to the OLT switch. Inter-rack communication between servers
that do not belong to groups with a direct connection is established by using one of the servers of the group with a
direct connection with the rack of the destination server. Relay server selection can be based on servers� utilization or
traffic load within the group. Inter-cell communication can be established through servers in groups with direct
connection with the OLT switch via AWGR. The OLT switch capacity can accommodate 16 Access Modules (AM),
each of which can have 16 ports with transmission rate of 10Gb/s each (e.g., XGPON). Assuming a single port to
connect a PON cell with a total of 128 servers, one OLT chassis can accommodate a total of 32,768 servers. The
architecture can be scaled up by adding more chassis.



For Intra-rack communication, we have proposed two solutions; one deploys a Fibre Brag Grating (FBG) after the
star coupler connecting the servers in each rack to reflect a dedicated wavelength assigned for intra-rack communication.
This option requires either equipping servers with a multi-wavelength (MW) transceiver or introducing OFDM
technology to allow a single transceiver to generate multiple carriers, one for intra-rack communication and another for
connections to the OLT or other racks. The deployment cost of the FBG with MW or OFDM transceivers is expensive
and introduces high complexity in the MAC protocol for coordinating the arbitration of channel access. Therefore; we
encourage the use of the second option; the terabit capacity passive polymer optical backplane proposed by Cambridge
[14]. This technology is shown in Figure 2, it employs a passive backplane with multimode polymer waveguides and can
provide non-blocking full mesh connectivity with 10 Gb/s rates per waveguide, exhibiting a total capacity of 1 Tb/s.

3. Results

In this section we evaluate the power consumption and servers� utilization (where servers have forwarding and
processing VMs) in the proposed PON data center design depicted in Figure 1. We model a PON cell with 18 servers
distributed in three racks each hosting 6 servers. Each rack is divided into 3 groups where each group consists of 2
servers. Table I summarizes the input parameters of the model. In this work, we assumed that 5% of a server�s CPU
resources is needed to process a relayed request for header inspection and forwarding.

Link capacity 10 Gb/s
Power consumption for idle servers 201 W [15]
Maximum power consumption for
servers

301 W [15]

Server�s utilization for processing a
relayed request (CPU cycles)

5%

Clients processing requirements in
CPU GHz

500-2000

Clients memory requirements in MB 500-2000
Number of clients (VMs) 20, 30, 40,

50
Server�s processing capacity in GHz 2.5
Server�s memory (RAM) in GB 8

In the proposed design servers are used to store and process data as well as participate in traffic forwarding. For
resource provisioning in the proposed design, selection of host servers is of premium importance as the scheduler
attempts not only to slice servers� resources to be shared by multiple VMs, but also to reduce number of servers relaying
requests optimally. For comparison purposes and to understand the behaviour of the MILP model in minimizing the
power consumption, we have modelled the described network with two objectives; one for energy minimization (EA)
and one for only provisioning all VMs without targeting energy saving (NEA).
The obtained results from the MILP as depicted in Figures 3 and 4 show the relation between the numbers of servers

required to provision demanding clients and the location of selected servers to process and relay traffic within the PON
cell. In EA MILP model, the selection of host servers amounts to server consolidation and therefore results in the
minimization of the number of intermediate relays in the path aiming at minimizing the total power consumption.
Location and utilization of assigned relay servers are depicted in Figures 3 and 4 for EA and NEA models,

respectively. The results show that EA model avoids the use of relay servers as far as possible and efficintly utilizes

TABLE I: INPUT DATA FOR THEMODEL

Figure. 1. A possible PON deployment in a data center (a) An
OLT chassis with 16 AM, (b) Technologies for intra-rack

communication; FBG and optical backplane, (c) Proposed PON
Cell design with no tuneable lasers

Figure.2 Schematic of 10x10 passive polymer optical
backplane [14]



servers� resources. While the NEA model randomly selects host servers and routes. Random assignment results in lower
utilization of servers resources (CPU and memory) and results in the selection of long paths with multiple intermediates
servers. This clearly explains the increase in power consumption and high number of servers invloved in the routing and
provisioning of resources for the NEA model compared to the EA model. Figure 6 shows the average utilization of
servers for the different sets of examined VMs. On average, servers� utilization of the EA and NEA model are 95% and
60%, respectively. Power consumption of the EA and NEA models are shown in Figure 5 for the different sets of
examined VMs. The results in Figure 5 show an average power saving of 35% for the examined number of VMs.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a high performance server centric architecture design based on PONs for future cloud
data centers. We considered the different merits of PONs in the design of energy efficient, high capacity, low cost,
scalable, and highly elastic networking infrastructures that supports the applications and services hosted by modern data
centers. We avoided the use of power hungry devices such as switches and tuneable lasers and encouraged the use of low

Figure.4 location and relay utilization of servers selected for routing for

the non energy aware objective (random placement)

Figure. 3 location and relay utilization of servers selected for routing

for the energy aware objective

Figure. 5 Total power consumption for energy aware (EA) and non energy
aware (NEA) models
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Figure. 6 Average servers� utilization (routing and processing) for
energy aware (EA) and non energy aware (NEA) models



power passive optical backplanes to facilitate intra-rack communication and PONs to facilitate inter-rack
communication. We have presented our MILP model results for energy efficient routing and resource provisioning
within the PON cell. We optimized the selection of hosting servers, routing paths and relay servers to achieve efficient
resource utilization reaching 95% and optimum saving in energy consumption reaching 59%.
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